
Espionage

The document describes how to engage in espionage in iWars.

Players can use their IT cells to carry out espionage. Players can find out sensitive information like 

resource information, territory information, civilian and soldier information. Players can also find out if 

any of the other players are manufacturing nuclear or bioweapons. Players can also find information 

about other players’ passwords. In the case of passwords, the entire password is not revealed. The 

contest administrator decides the number of characters of a player’s password to be revealed.

If the number of characters to be revealed is set to 5, players having passwords shorter than 5 

characters would find their entire passwords being revealed. Players having longer passwords but using 

names or words as their passwords might also be in trouble as other players would easily guess their 

passwords.

Whenever a player engages in espionage, their risk of getting caught increases. To reduce this risk, 

players must deploy their civilians to work in IT cells. This risk factor makes it difficult for players to 

continuously engage in espionage as then they would most certainly be caught, and the other players 

would then declare wars on the player engaging in espionage. Therefore, after carrying out a few spying 

attacks, the player would have to wait for their civilians to bring the risk factor down before engaging in 

espionage again. 

Every spying attack on other players would also cost the player some computers. The more computers 

used per attack, the better would be the chances of the attacks being successful.

It might seem expensive to engage in espionage, but some players could invest all their resources in 

training civilians and building a lot of IT cells. They could constantly have civilians working in these cells 

to enable them to carry out espionage at a faster rate. These players could then sell this information for 

a high price.

The following algorithm is used to calculate the success of an espionage attack.

The probability of success PS = (number of computers used) * 20.

PS can never exceed 80. Therefore, 4 computers per attack will provide the highest probability of 

success. Using more than 4 computers will not result in an additional advantage.

A random number R between 0 and 100 is then generated and if R is < PS, then the attack is successful. If  

R is >= PS, the attack is unsuccessful.

A successful attack increases the risk factor by 25 and an unsuccessful attack increases the risk factor by 

50.

Every time an espionage attack is carried out, a random number R between 0 and 100 is then generated 

and if R is > the risk factor, the attacker is safe. If R < the risk factor, the player being attacked is notified 

of the espionage attack.

So, to avoid being caught, the players must keep the risk factor as low as possible. If the risk factor 

exceeds 100, a notification will be sent every time an espionage attack is carried out.


